
Digital Transformation

Why Mexico ?

A Trusted Partner

Co-located in Mexico and the United States 
Serving: North America, South America, Europe and India

Technology Talent and Digital
Transformation Solutions 

For nearly two decades, NDS Cognitive Labs
rapidly and affordably has implemented
sophisticated  conversational AI, cloud, and
outstaffing solutions. Giving clients
competitive advantage, resilience, and
growth. 

Highly skilled technology teams

Aligned with top global
technology platform companies

Affiliations with four of Mexico’s
leading technology universities

The first cognitive computer
association in Latam

- Automate, analyze, and provide access to
the latest technologies
- Improve customer experiences
- Increase operational efficiency
- Open new possibilities.

Introduction

With a tech workforce expanding 3x faster
than the global average, more than
130,000 engineers graduated annually (far
surpassing the U.S.), investors and tech
firms are increasing operations in Mexico.

NDS Cognitive Labs  has designed, built
and implemented technologies that help
companies find talent, build communities,
de-risk financial, offerings, increase
influence, automate processes, and so
much more. We partner with IBM,
Amazon, Microsoft, Google, MongoDB and
other global technology providers to
deliver best-in-class solutions. 

www.ndscognitivelabs.com
Let's Talk!

+52 55 5081 2070marketing@ndscognitivelabs.com

About  NDS Cognitive Labs 

Fill your IT talent gap with our
proprietary database of 20,000 IT
specialists.

Strategic Partners 

We drive the  development of
technology talent through

A founder of  

rperez@ndscognitivelabs.com



Our Solutions 

Conversational 
AI

 Cloud 
Computing 

 Technical 
Talent 

Advanced
 Analytics 

Quick scalability.
Improve user
experiences.
Sales conversions.
Assistance for human
agents
Multilingual
Continuous training 
Omnichannel Integration  
Advanced service with
analytics 

Migrate to the cloud to
gain decision-critical data
Customize and update
existing technologies
End-to-end cloud
technology stacks
Enable you to compete
effectively 
Optimize and modernize
your applications for
availability and speed.

Qualified, pre-screened
technology talent in
Mexico
Choose and manage your
own teams in a Matter of
weeks 
Get the right talent for
projects
Scale up or down and
adjust requirements
quickly.

Infuse AI and machine
learning 
Generate insights and
recommendations for:
sales and innovation
Pilot new ideas
Identify and respond to
risk factors
Discover actionable
insights from your data

 We are easy to work with, offer proven down-to-earth methodologies, and we
bring decades of industry and corporate experience to support your success.
When you need a partner to design and build a solution, educate and train
colleagues, create rapid prototypes, or translate tech-talk into reality for non
technical audiences, we can help.

We Bring Innovation to Life!

Representative Clients Strategic Partners

www.ndscognitivelabs.com
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+52 55 5081 2070marketing@ndscognitivelabs.com
rperez@ndscognitivelabs.com


